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End of Life Choice
High level Catholic support for voluntary assisted dying
• The 2019 ABC Vote Compass data revealed that 77 per cent of Catholics support
voluntary assisted dying (VAD).
• Also in 2019, The Australian Election Study (AES) data on Catholic voters’ attitudes
to VAD showed 74 per cent support. Only 15 per cent were opposed, with 11 per cent
undecided.
• The 2016 AES study found almost identical rates.
• These statistics are consistent with a 2012 Newspoll which found that nearly 3 out of
4 Catholics supported VAD.
• Almost twenty years ago, a 2002 Newspoll found 69 per cent Catholic support.
• Other jurisdictions with predominantly Catholic populations, including Spain and
Belgium have passed VAD laws with less stringent criteria than in the South
Australian Bill.
• Jane Qualmann, a self-proclaimed proud Christian woman, a devoted mother, and
former Sister of St Joseph nun is an advocate for law reform in South Australia. The
Mt Gambier woman is living with terminal neurogenetic bowel syndrome and is
facing extreme suffering. She argues:
“God never wanted me to suffer…In no way can I ever see a God who loves us, has
nurtured us and has got us this far want us to die a horrible death”.
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